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Department of Applied Mathematics, The Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, h'rael 
Two extensions of propositional dynamic logic for dealing with infinite 
computations, LPDL and RPDL, are compared in expressive power. The first is 
obtained by adding the assertion loop(a) for any program a, meaning "a contains 
an infinite computation,', and the second by adding repeat(a), meaning "a can be 
repeated indefinitely." While repeat can be used to encode loop, and hence 
LPDL ~ RPDL, it is shown here that the converse fails. Thus LPDL < RPDL. The 
proof is surprisingly nontrivial, especially in the presence of tests, The significance 
of the result is dicussed and is put in perspective with other known results for 
LPDL, RPDL, and their first-order counterparts. Some open questions are posed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) is a formal logic enabling 
propositional-level reasoning about the input-output aspects of regular 
programs. Ever since its introduction in Fischer and Ladner (1979)following 
Pratt (1976), PDL has attracted considerable attention and many interesting 
results have been obtained. In particular, the validity problem has been 
shown to be decidable and to have both upper and lower bounds of 
exponential time. Several variants of PDL have been investigated, including 
those obtained by restricting the regular programs of PDL to be deter- 
ministic, by adding certain nonregular programs, or by adding a converse 
operator on programs. 
In this paper we consider two closely-related variants, obtained from PDL 
by adding the ability to state that a program can diverge, i.e., can enter an 
infinite computation. Some aspects of these have been treated, e.g., in Harel 
and Pratt (1978), Streett (1981, 1982). Since PDL itself is an input-output 
oriented logic, it considers only finite computations. Hence, for example, the 
program a* is taken to mean (,-)i<o~ ai, which contains all finite repetitions of 
a. One would like to say, however, that when started in (any state of) the 
structure of Fig. 1, the program a* contains a divergence. This really means 
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F IGURE 1 
that we want to think of the regular expression a* as meaning ~i<~o ai, and 
thus as containing also the infinite computation sequence aaa .... 
With this idea in mind, it is a simple matter to extend the meaning of an 
arbitrary regular expression to contain also the appropriate infinite words by 
regarding any a* as being a* U a ~°. In this extended sense, the expression 
(a'b)*, for example, denotes the set (a'b)* U (a*b)*a ~° U (a'b) ~, the latter 
two components consisting of infinite words only. 
The two extensions of PDL treated in this paper are obtained as follows: 
LPDL allows new formulas loop(a) for each a, true in a state s if there is an 
infinite word in the extended meaning of a, executable in s. Thus, loop(a) 
captures the concept of a divergence in a. RPDL allows formulas repeat(a), 
true in s if there is some infinite word which is a concatenation of finite 
words from a, and which is executable in s. Clearly, truth of repeat(a) 
implies truth of loop(a*) but not necessarily vise versa, as loop(a*) might 
owe its truth to some subprogram/?* of a. 
In Section 3 we first show that loop(a) is easily definable inductively using 
repeat and PDL constructs (Harel and Pratt, 1978). Our main result, 
however, is that the converse fails, yielding LPDL < RPDL. We provide two 
similarly constructed proofs of this fact, which are in a sense mutually dual. 
The first exhibits an infinite sequence {(~/ ,~ i )} i<a~ of pairs of finite 
structures, such that (i) a certain fixed formula of RPDL can distinguish 
between each pair, but (ii) for each LPDL formula q there is a pair 
indistinguishable by q. The second exhibits a single pair of infinite structures 
(d ,  ~)  and a pair of states to ~ ~¢', So E ~ which are (i) distinguishable by 
the formula of RPDL but (ii) distinguishable by no formula of LPDL. The 
arguments leading to claim (ii) in the proofs are surprisingly delicate, the 
presence of tests in the programs contributing towards this. The inductive 
clause dealing with loop(a) employs an argument reminiscent of the proof of 
the pumping lemma for regular languages. A brief sketch is then given of an 
extension of the result to the case where the converse operator on programs 
is allowed. 
In Section 4 we show that the above proofs are the best possible in the 
sense that if a single pair of finite structures is indistinguishable by even 
PDL formulas then it is indistinguishable by RPDL formulas too. 
In Section 5 we discuss some related results on RPDL and LPDL as well 
as their first-order (quantified) counterparts RQDL and LQDL, and pose 
some open questions. We express the opinion that the repeat and loop 
constructs are fundamentally different, explaining in part why the former 
seems to be l ss tractable then the latter. We also indicate how the ideas used 
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in the proof of the main result can be used to prove a similar result 
concerning the expressive power of two versions of branching-time t mporal 
logic. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
PDL is defined over two sets of symbols: q~0, the set of atomic formulas, 
and H 0 the set of atomic programs. The sets q~ and H of formulas and 
programs of PDL are defined inductively by the following: 
true C q}; false E q~; q~0 c q~, (2.1.1) 
if p C q~ and q C q~ then ~p C q~ and (p V q) E q), (2.1.2) 
if p C ~ and a E H then (a}p E £2, (2.1.3) 
~, (5 H; H o ~ H, (2.1.4) 
if aEH and f lCH then (a,b')CH, (aUfl) CH and a* CH (2.1.5) 
(we sometimes write a; fl for aft), 
if p C q~ then p? E H. (2.1.6) 
We use A, _=, ~ as abbreviations in the standard way and, in addition, 
abbreviate ~(a)~p to [a]p. Parentheses will often be omitted. 
The semantics of PDL is given relative to a structure d= (W,r,p), 
where W is a set whose elements are called states, 
r: q~0-~ 2w and p:Ho-~2 Wxw 
The mappings r (assigning to any atomic formula the states in which it is 
true) and p (assigning to any atomic program its transitions) are extended 
inductively to ¢ and H by 
r(true) 
r(~p) 
~(p V q) 
P(2) 
p(a/~) 
p(~ W/~) 
= W, r(false) = 0, 
= w-  ~(p), 
= r (p )  u r(q), 
= {s C WI 3t((s, t) Cp(a) A t C r(p))}, 
= {(s ,s ) l sc  w},  
=p(a)  op(fi) = {(s, t) l ~u((s, u) C p(a) A (u, t) ~ p(fl))}, 
= p(a) w p@, 
(2.2) 
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p(a*) = (p(a))* = {(s, t) l 3k >/O, 3So,..., sk(s = s o/x s k = t A 
(si, si+,) E p(a), O <<, i < k)}, 
p (p? )= {(s,s) ls C v(p)}. 
We write d ,  s ~ p and say that p is true in s, or that s satisfies p if 
s ~ r(p). I fp  is true in any s in any J we say thatp  is valid and write ~p. 
Denoting the set of tests of PDL  by 6O? = {p? [ p ~ 6O}, it is evident that 
the set of programs H is simply the set of regular expressions over 
)~U//oU6O?.  For any program a we can define the language of a, 
L(a) c_(2k)HoU6o?)*, to be the set of finite words represented by the 
regular expression a, with the word 2 identified with the empty word. The 
extended language o f  a is L+(a)=L(a)~L~°(a) ,  where L°~(a)c_ 
(2 ~3//0 t_)6o?) °, is defined as follows: 
L0,(a) = L° ' (p?)  = L~°(2) = 0,  a ~ H o, p E 6O 
L = U L (a ) .  
L0,(a = U 
L0,(a*)= L(a)* • L'°(a) t.-) la, a2a3 "" [ a i~ L(a), i >~ 1}. 
(2.3) 
Note that the a i in the last clause might all be equal to 2, the empty word 
(e.g., if a is of the form fl*), we then think of 20, as of the infinite "word" 
222... rather than just as 2 itself. This is an inessential convention which is 
adopted for ease of presentation and has no effect on any of the results. 
Finite or infinite words over 2 UH o U 6O? will be called seq's and will be 
ranged over by o. 
Let sO" be given. A finite seq a = (x0 "" xn_ ~) is matched by the sequence 
of states Y= (s o ..... sn) if (si, si+l)~ p(xi) for all 0~i< n. An infinite 
seqa=(x0x l . . . )  is matched by the sequence g=(s  o ,s~ .... ) if 
(si, Si+l) 6 P(Xi) for all 0 ~ i. A seq a is executable in state s if it is matched 
by some sequence whose initial state is s. If ~ is finite and is matched by 
(s ..... t) we refer to t as the final state of the matching sequence. 
The proof of the following is a direct application of the definitions. 
LEMMA 1. Given d and s, ~¢, s ~ (a)p iff there is some seq a @ L(a) 
executable in s by a matching sequence whose final state satisfies p. 
Define LPDL  as the language obtained by defining the sets of formulas 
and programs @L and I1L inductively just as in (2.1) with q~L and H L 
replacing 6O and H and with clause (2.1.3) replaced by 
if p E 6OL and a ~/ /L  then (a)p ~ 6OL and loop(a) C 6OL. (2.1.3L) 
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Given s¢', the semantics is as in (2.2), and for loop(a) define: 
~,  s ~ loop(a) iff there is some seq o E L'°(a) executable in s. (2.4) 
Define RPDL as the language obtained similarly with q~R and H R , and 
clause (2.1.3)replaced by 
if p C q~R and a C H R then (a)p C @R and repeat(a) ~ q~R. (2.1.3R) 
Again the semantics is as in (2.2), and 
~z ¢, s ~ repeat(a) iff there is some seq o = (oio 2 ...) executable in 
s, with o i E L(a) for each i>~ 1. 
Comment on Notation. The constructs loop(a) and repeat(a) appear in 
Harel and Pratt (1978), Streett (1981, 1982), and Meyer and Winklmann 
(1982). In particular, repeat(a) is written Aa in Streett (1981, 1982), which 
also terms RPDL delta-PDL, and loop(a) is written (a) + false in Harel and 
Pratt (1978). Also, LPDL is occasionally referred to in the literature as 
PDL +, following Harel and Pratt (1978). The notation in this paper is taken 
from Harel (1983). 
We use the relations ~< and < between variants of PDL to denote, respec- 
tively, weak and strong inclusion with respect to expressive power. Thus 
L x ~<L 2 if for al lp C L l there is qCL  2 with ~p=_q, and L 1 <L~ i fL  1 ~<L 2 
but not Lz ~ L 1 . 
THEOREM 2 (Pratt): PDL < LPDL; PDL < RPDL. 
Proof. The collapsing-model property enjoyed by PDL (Fisher and 
Ladner, 1979) fails for LPDL and RPDL as the following argument shows. 
In the structure illustrated in Fig. 2 all states satisfy -~loop(a*) and its 
equivalent ~repeat(a) but any collapsed version of it identifies some pair of 
distinct states. As a result the combined new state has some nontrivial self- 
loop consisting solely of transitions of a and hence satisfies both loop(a*) 
and repeal(a). Thus no formula q of PDL can be equivalent to either ~loop 
(a*) or repeat(a) since the truth of q is maintained under the model- 
collapsing of Fischer and Ladner (1979). 
That PDL ~ LPDL and PDL ~< RPDL is obvious. | 
a a a a 
FIGURE 2 
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LEMMA 3 (Hard and Pratt, 1978). The following formulas are valid: 
loop(a) - false;  loop(p?) -- false, a E H o , p ~ ¢P, 
loop(aft) - (loop(a) V (a)loop(fl)), 
loop(a L) fl) = (loop(a) V loop(fl) , 
Note. 
both loop and repeat, which inherits their semantics from LPDL and RPDL. 
Proof Straigthforward from Lemma 1 and definitions (2.3)-(2.5). | 
(2.6.1) 
(2.6.2) 
(2.6.3) 
loop(a*) = (a*} loop(a) V repeat(a). (2.6.4) 
The "formula" of (2.6.4) is actually written in a logic employing 
COROLLARY 1. LPDL ~< RPDL. 
Proof The clauses of (2.6) can be used to define loop(a) inductively for 
every a, within RPDL. | 
At this point we remark that our sets L°~(a) relate to the o>regular sets of 
McNaughton (1966) exactly as does loop to repeat. The easily verified fact 
that there is an ~o-regular set, (a'b) "° in fact, which is not equivalent to any 
set of the form LO(a) for regular a prevents RPDL from being trivially equal 
to LPDL in expressive power. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Claim 
~;  such 
(i) 
(ii) 
Claim 
(i) 
(ii) 
THEOREM 4. LPDL < RPDL. 
We provide two proofs of this result, based on the same idea. They consist 
of proving, respectively, the following: 
1. For any p ~ q~L there exists a pair &finite structures ~ and 
that for some fixed a, b C H o 
~,  t o ~ repeat(a'b) but ~p, s o ~ repeat(a'b), 
~ ,  to~ p i f f~p,  So~ p. 
2. There exists a pair of infinite structures ¢', ~ such that 
d,  t o g: repeat(a'b) but .Y?, s o ~ repeat(a'b), 
for any p E q~L, ~¢, to ~ P iff ..~, s o ~ p. 
To prove Claim i we consider structures ~n,  for n > 0, which enable only 
n executions of b interleaved with unboundedly many executions of a; see 
Fig. 3. Thus clearly in each d n, repeat(a'b) cannot be true. On the other 
hand ~n is constructed to consist of a cycle of n executions of a followed by 
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one of b, with Jn  hanging from each point; see Fig. 4. As a consequence 
repeat(a 'b)  will be true at all points on this cycle. The bulk of the proof is in 
showing that formulas of LPDL cannot distinguish in this way between all 
pairs ( J , ,  ~,) .  In particular, using Lemma 6, which shows that any formula 
q of LPDL is either true or false in all but finitely many of the J , ,  it is 
possible to choose an n large enough for each q. This n is chosen also to be 
appropriately larger than the size of the programs in q. It is then shown in 
Lemma 7 that q cannot distinguish between d ,  and 3 ,  for this particular n, 
thus establishing Claim 1. 
Claim 2 is proved using an appropriate infinite structure J consisting 
of the d ,  all strung together and a corresponding ~.  
Formally, let ~ ,  for n > 0, be the structure defined as follows: 
J ,  = ({to,..., t,}, r", p"), where 
r " (P )=pn(e)=O,  fo ra l lPEC I )o ,  eCHo-{a ,b  }, 
p"(a)  = {(t/, t/)]0 ~< i~< n}, 
p"(b) = {(t i, tj) l 0 ~< i < j ~< n}. 
LEMMA 
(i) 
in d m , 
(ii) 
in .M'm ,
(iii) 
5. For every m > n, p E crP L and seq o, 
(ti, ..... tik ) matches o in Jn  iff (tsl + . . . . . . . .  tik+m ~) matches a 
(tq, is2,... ) matches o in ~/, iff  (ts~+m ~, ts2 + . . . . . .  ) matches a 
• , ,  t s~ p iff J~C'm, tS+m_n~ p. 
Proof  Trivial from the definitions, by observing that t s in Jn  and li+m_ n 
in w" m are "forward isomorphic," i.e., the structures obtained from •, and 
d m by removing to,..., Is-1 and to,..., is+m-n-i, respectively, are 
isomorphic. II 
FIG. 3. The structure Y'n. 
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LEMMA 6. For every p E cP L 
if 3°~n, ~,  to ~ p then V~n, J ' , ,  to ~ p. 
(Here 3°~n reads "for infinitely many n" and V~n reads ''for all but finitely 
many n.") 
Proof. By induction on the structure of p. 
p E ¢oU {true, falset: trivial. 
q V r: 3°°n, ~n, to~q V r~ 3~n,~,  to~q V 3~n, d . ,  to~r~ (by the 
inductive hypothesis) V~n, ~,  to~qVg~n,  ~,  to~r=>V°~n, ~,  
to~q V r. 
~q: Suppose 3~°n, ~,  to~ q. If 3~n, J . ,  to~ q then by the inductive 
hypothesis V°~n, ~,  to .q ,  contradicting the assumption. Thus V~n, ~,  
to ~ ~q. 
(a)q: Suppose 3°°n, dn,  t o ~ (a)q, then by Lemma 1 there are infinitely 
many n and infinitely many (not necessarily distinct) seq's a n EL(a) ,  
a"=(ao . . .am_~) ,  executable in t o of d n by a matching sequence 
t n = (tio ..... tim), whose final state satisfies q. Here i 0 = 0. Denote by T(a) the 
set of tests in a. 
Suppose ~n whose corresponding indices satisfy im = 0, i.e., 3~n s.t. a ~ 
is a seq over the alphabet 2 U a U T(a) and Jn ,  to ~ q which implies by the 
inductive hypothesis that V°~n, d~,  t o ~ q. Let T~_ T(a) be the set of tests 
appearing in infinitely many of the an. Then Vx E T, 3 ~n, d n, t o ~ x, and it 
follows by the inductive hypothesis that V~n, ~, ,  to ,X(*  ). Then there 
exists a large enough l, such that any test in a ! is from the set T and ~,  
t0~ (al)q. Together with ( . )  this implies that V~n, Jn ,  to~ (al)q • But 
at E L(a),  hence V~n, Jn ,  to~ (a)q. 
Suppose 3~n whose indices satisfy i m > 0. For a n = (a 0 ... a m ~) le t j  be 
the first index s.t. a; = b, hence j is the first index s.t. ij+ 1 ~ 0. As in the 
previous part of the proof we conclude that there exists a large enough l such 
that a t= (a o ... am_i) and all tests x appearing in (a o ... aj_ 0 satisfy V~n, 
Jn ,  to 'X ,  and ~,  to~(a l )q .  Now clearly ~,  t t ~(a ;+ l " "am l)q so 
th j+l -- ~ j+l atbyLemma5Vm>la~¢m,  ti +m t (a j+~. . .a  m ~)q. Butc lear lybythe  
construction of d. ,  (t , t. ) E pm(b), hence actually a¢ m, t o ~ (a~}q. m 0 lj+14-m--I 
But a ! E L(a), and so g~n, d n, t o ~ (a)q. 
loop(a): Suppose ~ °On, dn,  t o ~ loop(a). It follows that for infinitely many 
n there exists some seq a n E L~°(a) and a n -- (a0a 1 ...) is executable in to of 
J ,  by the matching sequence of states ~ = (ti0, ti,,...), tio = t o. 
Suppose ~°~n s.t. the corresponding sequence of indices i] are all 0. Let 
T~_ T(a) be the set of tests appearing in infinitely many of the a n. Then 
Vx E T, 3~n, t in, t o ~ x, or by the inductive hypothesis V~n, ~,  to ~ x for 
all x ~ T. Thus there exists large enough 1 s.t. all tests in a ~ are from T, and 
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it follows that V~n a t matches the infinite sequence i "= (to, to "-') in J , .  
Since a l ~ L°~(a), V~n, d , ,  to ~ loop(a). 
Suppose ~°~n whose indices satisfy is+ ~ > 0 for some j )0 .  I f j  is the 
minimal such index, then as in the previous part of the proof we conclude 
that there exists large enough l such that, a t=(aoa~ ...), all tests x 
appearing in (a o . - .  o j _ l )  satisfy V°°n, ~ ,  t o ~x  and (crs+jcrj+ 2...) matches 
the sequence of states (t#+~,t#+2,...) in ~.  Then by Lemma5 Vm > l 
(O:+laj+ z ...) matches the sequence of states (ti:+~+m_l, tis+a+m_l,... ) in d m, 
(tip tij+l+m_t)cpm(~Tj)=pro(b), and d m, t o ~ x for all tests x appearing in 
(a o ... aj_l). It follows that for all m > l, o: matches a sequence of states in 
d m from to and since a l C L'°(a), we have V°~n, ~,  to ~ loop(a). II 
COROLLARY 2. For every p C q~L there is a number m(p) such that 
either Vn >~ m(p), J , ,  t o ~ p, or Vn >/m(p), s¢'~, to ~ ~p. 
Let ~, ,  for n > 0 be the structure illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. 
And formally, ~ = ({s o ..... s., t 1 ..... G}, r",P~), where 
r" (P)=p~(c)=O for all PEq~o,e~Ho-{a ,b} ,  
p"(a) = {(ti, ti)[O < i <<. nl U I(si,si)[O <~ i <. n} 
u {(s,, s,+01 o ~< i < n}, 
p"(b) = {(ti, t j ) [0 < i < j~< n}U {si, tj)[ 0 ~< i,j~< n} U {(s,,So) } .
To distinguish in the sequel between r", p~ in J ' , ,  and J~, we write 
Tn n n ~, r~ and p~,  p~, respectively for ~ and ~n 
For any program a C H L, let A(a) be some fixed nondeterministic finite 
automaton with 2-transitions and a single final state with no transitions out 
of this final state and no redundant states, which accepts the set L(a). For 
definiteness, let A(a) be as defined in Hopcroft and Ullman (1979, 
pp. 30-32). Let m(a) be the number of states in A(a). 
Note that a = (cr0o I ...) is a seq in L'°(a) iff there exists an infinite 
sequence of states Y=(e0 ,e  ~ ...) in A(a) corresponding to a, i.e., V j )0  
there is a a s transition from ej to ej+ 1 (actually by a a s transition we mean a 
sequence of transitions of the form 2kai2 t leading from e; to es+ l). 
b 
An A~ .~. An 
F1G. 4. The structure ,~ .  (Actually, ~  contains only one copy of ~ to which each s e is 
directly connected but the illustration is conceptually simpler.) 
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For any formula p ~ ~L, we let form(p) denote the set of subformulas of 
p including p itself, defined in the obvious way (e.g., q is a subformula of 
(a)q, and the subformulas of tests appearing within programs in p are also 
subformulas of p). We also let prog(p) denote the set of programs appearing 
in p (including those appearing within tests within programs in p, etc.) 
Now for p ~ q~L let 
n (p)=max(  max (m(a)), max (m(q))). 
o~prog(p)  q~form(p)  
LEMMA 7. For every pE¢L ,  for every O~i<~n(p) and for every 
q E form(p), ~(p) ,  t o ~ q iff 5~'n(p), si ~ q. 
Proof By induction on the structure of q. 
q~ q~o U {true, false}: trivial, q V r, ~q: trivial. 
(a)q: If tin(p), t o ~ (a)q, then using the inductive hypothesis for those 
tests x appearing in a s.t. J , (m,  to ~ x, and since a "copy" of tin(p) is rooted 
at s i in ~n(p), it follows that ~(p) ,  s i ~ (a)q. Suppose ~(p),  s i ~ (a)q, then 
by Lemma 1 there exists a seq a= (a 0 ... am_a) in L(a) which matches a 
sequence of states in ~,(p) whose last state satisfies q. The structure of 57,(p) 
permits the following two cases. 
Case 1. All states in the matching sequence are from among {s o ..... s,(m} 
Case 2. Some suffix of the matching sequence contains only states from 
among {t 1 ..... t~(p)}. 
Case 1. Let §=(Sio,...,Sim), io=i be the matching sequence, i.e., 
(st, s i ) Ep~(aj). For o define the sequence of indices {lj}, 0 ~<j < m by: 
j+!  
loLO, lj+~=lj if a jE{2Uak J~L?  } and lg+~=l j+ l  if a j=b.  Let 
n '= n(p)+ lm, then ~'= (tto ..... ttm) is a sequence of states in ~,  and we 
claim that (ttj, tl~+~ ) ~ p~(aj) for all 0 ~< j < m. This is established as follows: 
If aj is a test x? then ~'n(p), s t. ~ x ::> (by the inductive hypothesis) ~¢',(p), 
• J, . . 
t 0~x.  Now since by the definmon of n(p), n(p)>~m(x) it follows by 
Corollary 2 that Ym>/n(p), J'm, to~x so that ~¢',,_tj, to~X and by 
Lemma5 ~, ,  t I ~x .  Hence (tl?ttj+)Ep~,(aj). If %=a then l j+l=l j
implies (t I , tt~+, i E p~,(a). If %.= b then lj+~ = lj + 1 implies 
(t,;, t,j+,) ~ P~(bi. 
It follows that a~L(a)  matches f in ~n,. ~(~),  s i~q implies that 
~¢~(p), t o ~ q by the inductive hypothesis o that by Lemma 5 ~, , ,  tt~ ~ q 
which implies ~, ,  t o ~ (a)q. Since n '~ n(p)>1 m((a)q) it follows from 
Corollary 2 that also J~(p), t o ~ (a)q. 
Case 2. Let g= (S~o ..... s~, t~+i,..., ti~) be the matching sequence for ~. 
Define the sequence of indices {l~}, 0 ~j  < m by: l o = 0; for j  < k, l~+~ = Ij if 
o'j~ {2 ~ ak_) q~?} and l j+,=l j+ 1 if o j=b,  and for j /> k, lj+ 1 =lk+ij+ 1. 
It can be shown using Lemma 5 and arguments imilar to those in Case 1 
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that for n '= n(p)+ l k the sequence ~-= (tl0,..., tl~ ) is matched by 6 . .~(p~,  
tim ~ q => CJ~O ), ti~ ~ q => (by Lemma 5) J~, ,  tl~ ~ q ~ J , , , ,  to ~ (a)q, and 
this implies as before o/,(;), t o ~ (a)q. 
loop(a): I f  ~(p) ,  to ~ loop(a) then using the inductive hypothesis for tests 
x in a such that ~(p) ,  t o ~ x and the definition of c~,(p) it follows that 
~,o) ,  si ~ loop(a). 
Suppose ~,o) , s i~ l°°P(a )  then there exists a seq6~L~°(a) ,  6= 
(6061 .. .)  which matches an infinite sequence of states in ~,(p) executable in 
si. The structure of ~,(p) permits the following two cases. 
Case 1. All states in the matching sequence are from among 
{So ..... s .~}.  
Case 2. Some (infinite) suffix of the matching sequence contains only 
states from among /t~ .... , tno)}. 
Case 1. Let A(a) be the automaton for a. Then by the definition of n(p), 
n(p) >/m(a), where m(a) is the number of states in A(a). By the definition of 
~n(p) it follows that there exists a subsequence of e, a '  -- (6 k ... ak+~(p~ ~) 
containing no occurrences of b which matches a sequence of states 
(Sik ..... Sik+,~p~) in 3,(p) .  It follows that there exists a sequence of n(p) + 1 
states in the automaton A(a) "accepting" the word 6'. But n(p) >~ m(a), so 
the sequence contains two distinct occurrences of the same state. By 
pumping the subsequence nclosed between these occurrences we obtain an 
infinite sequences of states in A(a), ~= (e~, e2,... ) such that for every j /> 1 
there exists a transition from ej to ei+ 1 which is not b. It follows that 
there exists a seq6"CLO'(a)  with some (infinite) suffix over the 
alphabet 2UaU @L?. The seq6"  is of the following form: 
(60- . .6  k 1 . . .61_0(6t . . .6 j )  °~ for some l, j s.t. k<~I~j<<.k+n(p) - l .  
Since 6 matches a sequence of states ~-= (s,.0, si~,... ) in ~o)  it follows that 
~p"(P)la~ for O<~t~j .  Thus" for every test x appearing in (s b,sb+ 1) ~ t tJ 
(6! ... aj), the corresponding state si, in ~¢~,o) satisfies x, and by the inductive 
hypothesis this implies that ~(p) ,  t o ~ x for every test x in (6~ .,. 6j). Since 
(6 t ... 6j) contains no occurrences of b, (6!. . .  el) °' matches the infinite 
sequence of states (to, t o .... ) in d,(p) .  Now let {mr} be the sequence of 
indices defined by: m o = 0; for t < l -  1, mt+ 1 = mt if a t ~ {2 U a LJ ~bL? }, 
and mt+~=mt+ 1 if 6t=b;  for t> l, mt=m t. Let n '=n(p)+mz,  then, 
using arguments imilar to those above, the sequence (60 ... 6t_~) is shown 
to match the sequence (tmo,... , tmt ) in ~e',,  and by Lemma 5 (6!. - .  6j) ~° 
matches not only (to, to,... ) in ~¢',(p) but also (tin? tin?... ) in sg,,. Thus the 
infinite sequence 6"~L° ' (a )  is matched by the infinite sequence 
(tmo ..... tm,,tm,,... ) in d , , .  It follows that sJ~,, to~loop(a ) and from 
n' > n(p) >/m(loop(a)) we obtain sg (p), t o ~ loop(a). 
Case 2. There must be some (infinite) suffix 6' of 6 which contains no 
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FIG. 5. The structure ~e'. 
b's. This seq a' is executable at some tj. in ~n(p). As before, there exists 
n' > n(p) such that a' is executable in tg+n,_~(p) in ~¢~, and the finite prefix 
of or, denoted ~", where o = a"o', matches a sequence of states from t o to 
tj+~,_.(p~ in ~, .  It follows that ~, ,  to~ loop(a) and by n '> n(p)>~ 
m(loop(a)) we conclude that Jn~p), to ~ loop(a). I 
Taking ~ and ~p to be ~¢'.(p) and ~.(p), Lemma 7 yields part (ii) of 
Claim 1. Part (i) of Claim 1 is straightforward. This completes the first proof 
of Theorem 4. 
To prove Claim 2, construct ~¢ and ~', illustrated schematically in Figs. 5 
and 6, respectively. Formally: 
~e'= ({to} U {tn,il n>/ i, 1 ~i<~ n},r,p), 
where 
r(P)=p(c)=O, for all PCq~o, cEHo-{a ,b} ,  
p(a)= {(t0, to)} U {(t.,i,t.,i)ln>~ 1,1 <~ i<<. n}, 
p(b)= {(t0,t.,;) [ n >/1, l<~i<<.n} 
U {(t.,i, tna)tn>~ 1, l<~i <j<~n} 
~=(t tn , i tn~ l, l <~ i<~ n}U {silO<~ i},r',p' ), 
where z' = r, 
p ' (a )  = {(si, si) I i />O}U {(tn,i, tn,i) ] n>/1, 1 <. i<. n} 
U {(si,si+l) liq~ V}, 
where V={v o,v~ .... } is defined by v o=l ;v i+ l=v i+ i+3;  
p'(b) = {(si, t.,i)lj>/O,n>/1, l <~ i<~ n} 
U {(tn,i, tn,j) ln>/1,1<~i < j<. n}U {(si,si+O[iE V}. 
FIG. 6. The structure ~.  (Actually, ~ contains only one copy of ~ but the illustration is 
conceptually simpler.) 
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LEMMA 8. For every p E eL and for every q ~form(p), 
d ,  to ~ q iff d,(p), to ~ q. 
Proof The results follows by induction on the structure of q, using 
similar arguments to those in the proof of Lemma 6. | 
LEMMA 9. For every p ~ q~L ,for every q E form(p) and for every j >~ O, 
~¢,(p) , to ~ q iff ~q~, sj ~ q. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of q: For qC q~o U {true, false}, 
q V r, =q, (a}q the proof is similar to the corresponding parts in the proof of 
Lemma 7. 
loop(a): J,(p), t o ~ loop(a) implies ~,  s i~ loop(a) as in the proof of 
Lemma7. Suppose ~,  sj~ loop(a), then there exists crCL°~(a) and a 
sequence of states matched by o which is executable in sj. We distinguish 
between two cases 
Case 1. All states in the sequence are from among {sil i>/0}. 
Case 2. All states in some (infinite) suffix of the sequence are from 
among {t, . i ln>/1, l~i<~n}. 
The proof of the second case is similar to the corresponding part in the 
proof of Lemma 7. For Case 1 we proceed as follows: By the definition of 
the structure .5?, for every k>/0  there exists an i such that for all l, 
i ~< l < i + k, a t E {2 U a U q~L? }. The sequence of states in the automaton 
A(a), "accepting" (a i ... ai+k_l) for k>/re(a) has two distinct occurrences 
of the same state. This implies that there exists a seq or' C L°'(a) which has 
an infinite suffix containing no b's. The rest of the proof follows the 
corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 7. II 
Lemmas 8 and 9 yield 
LEMMA 10. For every p ~ q~L, for every q C form(p) and for each j >~ O 
d ,  to~ q iff ~ ,  s;~q. 
Lemma 10 establishes part (ii) of Claim 2, and part (i) is straightforward. 
This completes both proofs of Theorem 4. II 
We would like to briefly consider CLPDL and CRPDL, in which the 
converse a -  of a program a is allowed. Here p(a-) = {(s, t) [ (t, s) C p(a)}. It 
should be clear that the proofs of Theorem 4 presented above do not carry 
through to these versions because of the possibility of "looking backwards." 
643/55/1 3-13 
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b 
FIG. 7. The structure d o. 
Even the easy observation of Lemma 5 which is heavily used in the proof, 
fails here. Nevertheless, prompted by a suggestion of D. Kozen we can prove 
THEOREM 11. CLPDL < CRPDL. 
Sketch of Proof. We use the structure d~o (illustrated in Fig. 7), which is 
really a supremum of the ~ of Fig. 3. The idea is that the "forward part" of 
J ,o from state tn is just d , ,  whereas for each n and m the "backward parts" 
from t, and t m are isomorphic. This then makes possible the proof of the 
following claim which is analogous to Lemma 6: For every p in CLPDL, if 
°~n, ~, ,  tn ~ p then ¥ ~n, ~¢'o~, t~ ~ p, 
For each n the cyclic structure ~ (see Fig. 8) is then constructed similarly 
to ~',  of Fig. 4, where at each point d~ is attached at state t,. Thus, again 
the "forward part" from each s t is just as in ~ and the "backward parts" 
are all isomorphic. 
The critical number n(p) is defined as before, giving rise to a proof of the 
following claim, analogous to Lemma 7: For every p in CLPDL, for every 
0 ~ i ~ n(p), for every j such that n(p) 4= j >/O, and for every q ~ form(p): 
d~,  tj ~ q iff ~n(p), tj~ q, 
~¢'w, tn(p) ~ q iff cf,(p), st ~ q. 
This establishes the theorem. | 
b 
• g,o -'#,~ Jl~, 
FIG. 8. The structure P,,. 
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4. THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF A SIMPLE FINITARY PROOF 
We show that an easier proof of Theorem 4, in the form of a single pair of 
finite structures exhibiting the behavior of ~ and .~ in Claim 2, is 
impossible. Specifically, we show that any pair of structures 
indistinguishable by even PDL formulas, is also indistinguishable by RPDL 
formulas. 
DEFINITION. Let ~e" = (W ~, r d, p-C), .~ = (W ~, r "~,p~) be two PDL 
structures over (b o, /7 o . For u C W e , v 6 W se, u and v are PDL (resp. 
RP.DL) equivalent, if Vq E @ (resp. q~R), d ,  u ~ q <=> .~, v ~ q. 
THEOREM 12. Let J ,  .~ be two finite PDL structures with u E W "~, 
and v 6 W ~. I f  u and v are PDL equivalent they are also RPDL equivalent. 
Proof Let u C W ~, v E W ~ be PDL equivalent. We show that Vq ~ q~R 
.~/, u ~ q <~> ,~, v ~ q by induction on the structure of q. 
qCqJoU{true, false}: follows from the PDL equivalence between u 
and v. 
q V r, ~q: trivial. 
(a)q: We first prove the following claim: For every a CH R if 
(u, u ' )C  p~'(a) then there exists v 'C  W w s.t. (v, v ' )C  p~(a) and u' and v' 
are PDL equivalent. The proof of the claim is by induction on the structure 
of a: 
a C/7o : (u, u') C pd(a) => Vq C O, (d ,  u' ~ q ~ d ,  u ~ (a}q). Denote by 
q~, the set of PDL formulas which are true in u'. For a finite subset Fc  q~,, 
denote by fi the formula Aq~ F q. Then for every finite F c q~, we have d ,  
u ~ (a}ff, which implies ~,  v ~ (a}fi by the PDL equivalence of u and v. 
Suppose for every v' C W ~ s.t. (v, v') C p~(a) there exists q~, C ¢~,, s.t. ,2, 
v' ~qv,  then by the finiteness of 3 the set F '=  {q~, / (v ,v ' )CP~(a)t  is a 
finite subset of q~,, and for every v' C W ~ s.t. (v, v')  E p~(a), ~ ,  v' g: fi'. 
Thus ~,  v g~ (a)fi '  which is a contradiction of the above. It follows that 
there exists v' ~ W ~ s.t. (v, v')  E p~(a) and u' and v' are PDL equivalent. 
For aUf l ,  a; fl and a* the proof follows directly from the inductive 
hypothesis. 
r ? : (u ,u ' )~p~e(r? )~u=u'  and s¢, u>r~(by  the main inductive 
hypothesis) c~, v>r~ (v,v)~p~(r?) .  This completes the proof of the 
claim. 
Back to the main proof: Suppose a¢, u ~ (a}q, then ~u', ((u, u') C pJ(a) 
and sO', u' ~q)~ (by the claim) 3u', v', ((v, v') ~p°e(a) and J~¢', u' ~q  and 
u' and v' are PDL equivalent) ~ (by the inductive hypothesis) ~v', 
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((v, v') C p~(a) and ~,  v' ~ q) =~ ~,  v ~ (a)q. The other direction follows 
by symmetry. 
repeat(a): d ,  u~repeat(a) =~ Vrn >/O, s t ,  u ~ (am}true => by the previous 
case Ym/> O, ~,  v ~ (am}true => Vrn there exists a sequence of states in W ~, 
g= (v0,...,vl), such that v=v o and there exists a sequence {ii} O<<.j<~m, 
i o = O, i m = l, l ' j+j > ij s.t. (Vij, Vi~+, ) Ep~(a). By the finiteness of W ~, for m 
large enough (i.e., m>~[W~l) there exist j and k, j > k s.t. vii= vik, 
(v o, vi~ ) E p~(a k) and (vik, vij ) E p~(aJ-k). It follows that there exists an 
infinite path in ~,  g=(Vo, V 1 .... ) s.t. v0=v,  3{ij.}, io=i, ij+ 1 >ij and 
(vi), vb+l) C p~(a). Hence ~,  v ~ repeat(a). The other direction follows by 
symmetry. 1 
5. RELATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main result of this paper provides a first example of a behavioral 
difference between the concepts of repeating and looping in reasoning about 
programs. That these concepts are fundamentally different gains credence 
also from the following observations: 
(1) The best known upper bound on the complexity of the validity 
problem of RPDL is threefol d exponential time (Streett, 1981). In contrast, 
the validity problem for LPDL has been shown recently by the second-listed 
author and A. Pnueli to be decidable in exponential time; the proof makes 
essential use of the nature of loop(a) as referring to the existence of any 
infinite computation i a, and does not seem to carry over to RPDL. 
(2) RPDL has resisted attempts to yield a complete axiomatization 
using a finite number of axioms schemes. In contrast, LPDL has been shown 
recently by the second-listed author and A. Pnueli to admit such an 
axiomatization; again, the proof does not seem to carry over to RPDL. 
(3) Considering the first-order (quantified) versions of dynamic logic, 
QDL, it has recently been shown by the first-listed author that to decide 
whether ~ ~repeat(a) for regular first-order a with first-order tests is Hll - 
complete, whereas to decide ~ ~loop(a) is only r.e. 
(4) It is shown in Meyer and Winklmann (1982) that LQDL = QDL; 
i.e., that loop(a) is expressible in regular first-order dynamic logic (see Harel, 
1983). The proof uses as its starting point the inductive definition of (2.6) 
but does not provide for each program a a QDL equivalent to repeat(a), but 
rather a QDL formula q. such that the formula ~(a*}loop(a)D 
(q~==_repeat(a)) is valid. Thus it is not known whether or not 
RQDL = LQDL. It seems plausible that the methods of this paper could be 
refined to show that in fact RQDL 4= QDL. 
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(5) For the context-free version and a certain recursive enumerable 
version of firsborder dynamic logic, loop(a) has also been shown to add no 
expressive power; LQDLcI= QDLcl and LQDL}t )= QDL}t -) (see Harel, 
1983). However, as in the previous case the proofs do not establish the result 
for repeat(a), and there too it is possible that there is inequality. 
With solid arrows standing for < and broken ones for ~ (and hence 
indicating open problems), the diagrams of Figs. 9 and 10 summarize the 
relevant parts of the situation for PDL and QDL. For details of the first- 
order versions and those arrows which have not been discussed here the 
reader is referred to Harel (i983). 
As a final remark we consider CTL and CTL*, the two versions of 
branching time temporal logic defined in Emerson and Halpern (1982), and 
Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla (1982). CTL and CTL* can be encoded into 
LPDL and RPDL, respectively. Our proof of LPDL < RPDL can actually 
be used to establish CTL < CTL*, with the aid of the formula 3[ ]~ p of 
CTL*. This formula states that "there exists a path with infinitely many 
states satisfying p" and is similar to our repeat(a'b) which states that "there 
exists a path with infinitely many b transitions." 
j 
FIGURE 10 
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